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1. What Is Socioecological Science?

The discipline of Socioecological Systems (SES) was conceptualized in 1998 with
the intention of understanding the effects of human activities on natural ecosystems by
analyzing resilience in local resource management systems [1]. Since its origin, studies of
interlinked human and natural systems have emerged as a field in its own right, penetrating
in a diverse set of subject areas such as economics, engineering, medicine, computer
science, and arts and humanities [2]. The idea below Socioecological Science is that
human societies establish dynamic relationships with the rest of the species of their habitat,
while natural systems need resilience to cope with the changes produced by those human
activities. Therefore, the concept of socioecological system refers to the human-environment
relationship, with the intent to understand the dynamic character of their interactions [3].
Thus, the ultimate challenging goal of SES is to study the extent of that resilience, and
prevent actions that could be fatal for natural systems. Interactions between social and
ecological systems arise from interventions and modifications to the ecosystem, as socio-
cultural, economic, and political aspects, and at the same time, transformations in the
environment and nature, generate different responses, the most evident being climate
change [4].

2. Principles of Socioecology

Theoretically, when human activities are in equilibrium with the environment, the
economic value of the long-term ecosystem services incorporates incomes to the local econ-
omy. In this manner, local groups promote conservation of their land, river, or coast, as a
way to maintain and improve quality of life and services they need. Socioecological studies
can be approached from the perspective of small-group behavior or from the political tools
to deal with the conflicts between groups of opposite interest and the conservation of the
environment. These studies involve multiple disciplines, such as ethnology to manage
natural areas through consumptive and non-consumptive uses, landscape and ecosystem
management, ecology, behavioral ecology, ecological restoration, circular economy, sus-
tainability, etc. Additionally, due to the importance of wildlife tourism, protection policies
without the human component are no longer viable for Protected Natural Areas (PNAs).

3. Socioecological Tools

Appropriation of self-sustainability principles and self-governance, in addition to
knowledge and technologies already developed in situ, set the basis for ecosystem manage-
ment, guaranteeing biodiversity protection and enrichment. The traditional knowledge of
social groups, together with scientific ecological, genetic, and evolutionary knowledge work
together in these models to improve biodiversity conservation. The social-ecological sys-
tems receive influences from multiple variables, such as demographic population growth,
technological change, effects of capital markets, and trade.
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One of the advantages of these models is that in a globalized world, the experiences
of small communities could be exported to other parts of the globe. For instance, access to
technology for aquaponic farms in small rural/coastal communities has been revealed as a
powerful way to spread social micro-entrepreneurship activities that increase economic
levels in poor areas. In the same way, traditional farming that allows seasonal flowers and
herbs to grow between olive or orange trees has proven to have additional benefits, such
as honey production and healthier fruits, but local policies and appropriate markets are
always necessary.

The two key elements of socioecological systems are sustainability and resilience. To
analyze system sustainability, several models exist, such as ecological footprint, model
pressure state response (PSR), the Bossel model, sustainable economic welfare index (SEWI),
Daly triangle, and the environmental sustainability index, among others [5–7].

Socioecological resilience is the capacity of a system to adapt and organize by itself
to mitigate disturbances and maintain essential attributes [8–10]. According to [4], the re-
silience approach may be dealt under three different perspectives focused on:
(1) equilibrium; (2) multiple equilibrium status; and (3) adaptive change.

Socioecological studies are the bases of sustainable systems and processes involved
under the theoretical perspective to study the interaction between humans and the envi-
ronment [11]. To achieve this goal, governing mechanisms are necessary for an inclusive
decision-making process, as well as schemes for developing local capacities. This combined
approach favors social participation towards the inclusion of local communities and other
multiple actors. The use and appropriation of nature should be treated integrally, but it is
essential to timely and spatially identify the key variables and processes to be measured
and analyzed.

4. Socioecology Studies

In traditional ancient civilizations, in modern agriculture, aquaculture exploitations, or
urban environments, multiple case studies and methodological models provide examples
of integrated socioeconomic governance where conflicts become minimized and human
wellness and natural conservation is possible. Participatory approaches and environmental
education are crucial to support decisions. Thus, the importance of engaging all actors in
the goals to be reached, and measures be adopted to achieve such goals.

The analysis of governance has changed from the socio-ecological approach to high-
light the importance of future management and protection of the fragile and conflicted
ecosystems where diverse interests are confronted. Clearly, managing conflicts and harmo-
nizing activities are primordial. Probably, the best way to learn is by sharing experiences
from other sites, especially in poor areas. However, achieving a coherent strategy to pro-
duce such an outcome first requires the introduction of educational instruments for local
populations, and second the cultivation and stimulation of policy inclusion strategies.
Although in situ policies are key elements in family based production units, and have a
strong participation in social communication, some changes are necessary, especially when
women and children are sometimes forgotten subjects in educational programs.

Socio-ecology has gained great importance from theoretical and practical points of
view. SES usually mix ethical, political, and environmental considerations, among others.
For example, in a Mexican rural community, two groups of women gathered in a workshop
working together, one for compost production and the other one taking care of local
regional flora. In this manner, both groups worked to increase their family income and
contribute to environmental conservation [11].

Examples such as this are common throughout rural communities. The concept of
socioecological systems has gained popularity as interdisciplinary research framework to
understand the relationships between social and natural systems integrated as a potential
management model [12,13]. In recent decades, the study of the socioecological system has
explained the system complexity and its environment better due to the scales, interrelation,
interactions, functions, and spatial heterogeneity that have emerged [14].
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The adaptive capacity of SES is very important when socioeconomical activities are ad-
justed to the different features and new ecosystem dynamics they are related to, especially
when those activities do not produce transformations that lead to prolonged states of hu-
man stress [15]. Hence, one must understand the adaptive processes, in which disturbances
are involved with sustainability or unsustainability in a system, the characteristics that
respond to these disturbances, and changes produced in such system [11]. Consequently,
a sustainable system does not last indefinitely; instead, it carries out adaptive changes to
respond to disturbances and thus maintain its essential attributes.

Salas-Zapata et al. [4] emphasized four characteristics of socioecological resilience:
(1) modular connectivity, that is, adaptive behavior in which all the system is constituted by
a set of interrelated elements; (2) diversity, the range of options that a system has to respond
to a disturbance and continue with its crucial processes; (3) feedback mechanisms, that is,
coupling stimulus-response that allows a system to respond to disturbances and effects
of its own behavior; and (4) efficiency, the capacity of a system to perform its essential
processes without exhausting the resources on which it depends.

This editorial highlights two examples of socioecological studies. Verdugo and
Méndez [16] conducted a study in the native forest of the Panguipulli commune, Chile, and
analyzed people’s visions and behaviors, as well as norms and regulations associated with
the existence, use, and management of the native forest to have local knowledge that facili-
tated appropriate actions and policies to complex socio-ecological and social systems. The
authors found relationships linked to forest services through activities, such as beekeeping,
tourism, handicrafts, and valuation of ecosystem services (water and landscape).

In another example, Sandoval and Ávila [17] investigated environmental problems
related to agriculture in Cojedes, Venezuela, from the perspective of socioecology from
strategic aspects, such as ecological vulnerability, and resilience and administration of
environmental services. The authors considered these aspects as a unique co-adaptation
complex, which allows the analysis of the sustainability context in agricultural practices
concluding in recommendations, such as use of protective crops, conservation tillage, buffer
strips, agroforestry, and rational use of agrochemicals to avoid environmental degradation.

5. Conclusions

Places of rich biodiversity are very often coincident with old or endangered cultural
or linguistic communities. Much can be learnt from interactions among local inhabitants
and the environmental systems in the traditional sustainable fashion. Thus, it is important
to understand how social groups contextualize ecological knowledge; how anthropic
activities contribute to modify the environmental matrix; how cultural and economic
aspects influence the use, management, and conservation of their ecological environment;
and how to understand social phenomena in the light of ecological knowledge.

Furthermore, addressing the studies of human relationships with the natural system
from the perspective of socio-ecology promotes and identifies action strategies and policies
for the benefit of society and the environment.
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